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Abstract—Modern distributed applications offer complex performance behavior and many degrees of freedom regarding deployment and configuration. Researchers employ various methods of analysis, modeling, and management that leverage these degrees of freedom to predict or improve non-functional properties of the software under consideration. In order to demonstrate and evaluate their applicability in the real world, methods resulting from such research areas require test and reference applications that offer a range of different behaviors, as well as the necessary degrees of freedom.

Existing production software is often inaccessible for researchers or closed off to instrumentation. Existing testing and benchmarking frameworks, on the other hand, are either designed for specific testing scenarios, or they do not offer the necessary degrees of freedom. Further, most test applications are difficult to deploy and run, or are outdated.

In this paper, we introduce the TeaStore, a state-of-the-art micro-service-based test and reference application. TeaStore offers services with different performance characteristics and many degrees of freedom regarding deployment and configuration to be used as a benchmarking framework for researchers. The TeaStore allows evaluating performance modeling and resource management techniques; it also offers instrumented variants to enable extensive run-time analysis. We demonstrate TeaStore’s use in three contexts: performance modeling, cloud resource management, and energy efficiency analysis. Our experiments show that TeaStore can be used for evaluating novel approaches in these contexts and also motivates further research in the areas of performance modeling and resource management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern distributed component and/or service-based applications have complex performance characteristics, as the constituent services feature different bottlenecks that may even change over time, depending on the usage profile. However, these applications also offer many degrees of freedom, which are intended to help deal with these challenges. They can be deployed in various ways and configured using different settings and software stacks. These degrees of freedom can be used at design-time, deployment-time, and at run-time for continuous system optimization. Current research employs many methods of analysis, modeling, and optimization that utilize these degrees of freedom at different points of the software life-cycle to tackle the challenging performance behavior [1], [2]. More general, the goal of such research is the improvement of a running system’s non-functional properties and may include dependability [3], [4], or energy efficiency [5], [6], [7].

Verifying, comparing, and evaluating the results of such research is difficult. To enable practical evaluation, researchers need a software application (1) that they can deploy as reference and (2) that offers realistic degrees of freedom. The reference application must also feature sufficient complexity regarding performance behavior to warrant optimizing it in the first place. Finding such an application and performing the necessary experiments is often difficult. The software in question should be open source, available for instrumentation, and should produce results that enable analysis and comparison of research findings, all while being indicative of how the evaluated research would affect applications in production use.

Real world distributed software is usually proprietary and cannot be used for experimentation. It is often inaccessible and lacks the potential for instrumentation. In addition, evaluations conducted using such software are difficult to reproduce and compare, as the software used remains inaccessible for other researchers. Existing test and reference software, on the other hand, is usually created for specific testing scenarios [9]. It is often designed specifically for evaluating a single contribution, which makes comparisons difficult. Other existing and broadly used test software does not offer the necessary degrees of freedom and is often manually adapted [10]. Some of the most widely used test and reference applications, such as RU-BiS [11] or Dell DVD Store [12], are outdated and therefore not representative of modern real world applications. Newer distributed reference applications, such as Sock Shop [13], are built for maximum scalability and consistent performance and do not pose the performance challenges that current research aims at.

In this paper, we introduce TeaStore[1], a micro-services-based test and reference application that can be used as a benchmarking framework by researchers. It is designed to provide multiple degrees of freedom that researchers can vary when evaluating their work. TeaStore consists of five different services, each featuring unique performance characteristics and bottlenecks. Due to these varying performance characteristics and its distributed nature, TeaStore may also be used as a software for testing and evaluation of software

1TeaStore on GitHub: https://github.com/DescartesResearch/TeaStore/
2TeaStore on DockerHub: https://hub.docker.com/u/descartesresearch/
To summarize, we envision the use of TeaStore in the following research areas, among others:

1) Evaluation of software performance modeling approaches, model extractors, and model learners.
2) Evaluation of run-time software performance management techniques such as auto-scaling and service placement algorithms.
3) Evaluation of software energy efficiency, power models, and optimization techniques.

We demonstrate the applicability of TeaStore as a test application and benchmarking framework by using it as a reference software in experiments that show its applicability in each of the three motivating research areas. We show that TeaStore can be used as a reference scenario for performance modeling by creating a simple performance model to predict the application performance for different deployment options. This example model also illustrates the limitations of simplified software performance models for predicting the performance of complex distributed applications, highlighting open research challenges. In addition, we show TeaStore’s elastic run-time scalability by running it using a state-of-the-art baseline auto-scaler. We show that the baseline auto-scaler can scale TeaStore elastically at run-time, while also demonstrating the limitations of conventional auto-scalers for complex applications. Finally, we examine the energy efficiency and power consumption when scaling TeaStore over multiple physical hosts. We show that distribution and placement decisions lead to different power and energy efficiency behavior, which can be used to evaluate energy optimization methods.

II. RELATED WORK

With the emergence of modern trends like DevOps [14], the focus of research benchmarks has moved from fixed multi-tier application benchmarks, like SPECjEnterprise [15], towards more scalable micro-service applications. With this shift in how applications are developed, deployed and maintained, requirements for research benchmarking reference applications have changed.

Micro-services offer many degrees of freedom, such as placing your services in a public or private cloud [16], predictive elastic resource scaling [17], and auto-scaling [18]. Additional requirements become necessary for a reference application to be used in research. Aderaldo et al. [8] identify 15 requirements for micro-service research benchmarks. Table I lists these requirements and checks common benchmark applications for compliance. In terms of compliance to these criteria, the TeaStore satisfies all criteria except Alternate Versions (R11) and Community Usage & Interest (R12) and is, in terms of requirements, identical to the Sock Shop [13]. R12, in particular, cannot be satisfied by a newly proposed reference application. ACME Air, Spring Cloud Demo and MusicStore [19], [20], [21], also compared in Table I satisfy fewer requirements. These criteria suit micro-service benchmarks, yet they do not cover the ability of an application to be used as a reference research benchmark application in research domains, such as resource management and software analysis and modeling. We therefore extended the requirements by four research benchmark requirements B1 - B4 in Table I to research current performance challenges, an application must put actual load on the System Under Test (B1), without focusing on a single server component like memory or CPU load (B2). The application should also be able to be put under load by different load generators to fit a wide variety of benchmarking environments (B3) and the used load profiles should be public for repeatability (B4). The TeaStore satisfies all these criteria while the next best application, ACME Air, only misses publicly available load profiles.
With the changing requirements and the fast living development of modern web services, the available reference applications cannot keep up and thus cannot cover all requirements for micro-service research benchmarking. The Rice University Bidding System (RUBiS) was first released in 2002. It is an eBay-like bidding platform [11] that has been implemented using various technologies including PHP, EJB and Java HTTP servlets. The different available implementations allow for benchmarking of the underlying technologies [22], the specific implementations themselves [23], the impact of applying common design patterns [24] and the already mentioned predictive elastic resource scaling methods [17]. RUBiS only has a single application service and an Apache HTTP load balancer [11]. While RUBiS supports remote procedure calls across multiple hosts, it can only be scaled as a single service. In contrast, each service of the TeaStore can be scaled individually. This allows for creating different resource usage characteristics through the deployment of the TeaStore’s services, consistent with the micro-service paradigm. Similar to RUBiS, the Dell DVD Store [12], released in 2001, also features multiple implementations. It is a single-service application that implements a simple web store for DVDs. The CloudStore application on the other hand, has a different focus. It is a book store built as a reference application for comparing cloud providers, cloud service architectures, and cloud deployment options. It implements the Transaction Performance Council’s TPC-W specification. However, TPC-W is obsolete since 2005. Like RUBiS, CloudStore suffers from inherent scalability bottlenecks. It has been used for elasticity benchmarking, evaluating scalability metrics [25], [26], [27] in order to test an infrastructure’s ability to mitigate these bottlenecks. Just like RUBiS and the DVD Store, the CloudStore application lacks many degrees of freedom regarding deployment and configuration due to their single-service implementations.

A more modern and established benchmark both in research and commercial domains is the SPECjEnterprise2010 [15] from the Standard Performance and Evaluation Corporation (SPEC). SPECjEnterprise2010 implements a three tier web store with separate UI, business logic, and persistence components. It can be used to evaluate resource management techniques in a distributed setting [10]. Unfortunately, it lacks support for modern micro-service architectures due to its classic three tier architecture. It therefore can also not fulfill the micro-service requirements discussed earlier.

The PCM Media Store is designed as a component-based application with components that can be deployed on different systems and therefore closer to a micro-service application than RUBiS. Dell DVD Store, CloudStore and SPECjEnterprise2010. Each component can be replaced to support different architectures. The Media Store is specifically developed for evaluating design-time performance modeling techniques [9]. Also developed with its focus on design-time performance modeling is the Common Component Modeling Example (CoCoME). It was used in a Dagstuhl Research Seminar to compare different modeling approaches [28]. TeaStore, on the other hand, not only supports design-time modeling, but is also available with built-in instrumentation required for benchmarking, run-time model extraction, as well as elasticity and energy-efficiency measurements.

Many other benchmark and test applications, like JPet-Store [29], PetClinic [30], ACME Air [19], Spring Cloud Microservice Example [20], Sock Shop [13] and MusicStore [21] are available. Yet, PetClinic, SCME, Sock Shop and MusicStore are primarily designed as demonstrators for specific technologies and not as a research benchmark reference application. Additionally, modern services such as Sock Shop are built with consistent performance in mind and do not pose the performance challenges that current research aims at.

The TeaStore offers a modern micro-service architecture for research benchmarks compared to other reference and benchmarking applications. It can also fulfill most micro-service benchmarking requirements shown in Table I without being a technology demonstrator like Sock Shop. The TeaStore also offers different performance characteristics for each service and is not limited to a single use case like the PCM Media Store and CoCoME.

III. THE TEASTORE

The TeaStore is an online store for tea and tea related utilities. Its products are sorted into categories. For online shopping, the store supports an overview of products including preview images for each category and featuring a configurable number of products per page. All pages of the TeaStore show an overview header bar and include the category menu and page footer. As main content, it shows the products for the selected category, including shortened product information and the preview image. Depending on the number of products shown per page, the user has the option to cycle through multiple pages of the category view.

Each product can be viewed on a separate product page containing detailed information, a large image, and advertisements for other store items. Besides the regular header, footer, and category list, this page includes a detailed image of the product (provided by the Image Provider Service), a description, and price. The page also contains an advertisement panel suggesting three products that the user might be interested in. The advertised products are provided by the Recommender Service and are selected depending on the viewed product.

All products can be placed in a shopping cart and users can proceed to order the current shopping cart. The user can choose to modify the shopping cart at any time. The shopping cart page lists all products currently included in the cart together with some product information and the quantity. The shopping cart view also displays product advertisements, which are, again, provided by the separate Recommender service and selected depending on the shopping cart’s contents.

To order, the user must supply personal information about the billing address and payment details. After confirmation by the user, the current shopping cart is stored in the order history database through the Persistence service. The store also supports user authentication and login. Registered users can view their order history after login.
In addition to regular operations, the TeaStore's user interface provides an overview of all running service instances and an option to regenerate the database. In case a specific database setup or size is necessary, it can be regenerated with user defined parameters. These include the number of categories, number of products per category, number of users, and maximum orders per user history. The service overview and database regeneration are not intended to be run during an experiment run, but separately on experiment setup.

All functionality is contained within the five primary microservices and the Registry service.

A. Architecture

The TeaStore consists of five distinct services and a Registry service as shown in Figure 1. All services communicate with the Registry. Additionally, the WebUI service issues calls to the Image-Provider, Authentication, Persistence and Recommender services.

The Image provider and Recommender both connect to a provided interface at the Persistence service. However, this is only necessary on startup (dashed lines). The Image provider must generate an image for each product, whereas the Recommender needs the current order history as training data. Once running, only the Authentication and the WebUI access, modify, and create data using the Persistence.

All services communicate via representation state transfer (REST) calls, as REST has established itself as the de-facto industry standard in the micro-service domain. The services are deployed as web-services on Apache Tomcat. Yet, the services can be deployed on any Java application server able to run web-services packaged as war files. As an alternative to deploying the war files, we provide convenient Docker images, containing the entire Tomcat stack. Each service is packaged in its own war file or Docker image.

The TeaStore uses the client-side load balancer Ribbon[3] to allow replication of instances of one service type. Ribbon distributes REST calls among running instances of a service. Instead of using Netflix Eureka[4] as the TeaStore uses its own registry that supplies service instances with target instances of a specified target specific service type. To enable this, all running instances register and unregister at the registry, which can be queried for all running instances of a service. This allows for dynamic addition and removal of service instances during run-time. Each service also sends heartbeats to the registry. In case a service is overloaded or crashed and therefore fails to send heartbeat messages, it is removed from the list of available instances. Subsequently, it will not receive further requests from other services. This mechanism ensures good error recovery and minimizes the amount of requests sent to unavailable service instances that would otherwise generate request timeouts.

As the TeaStore is primarily a benchmarking and testing application, it is open source and available to instrumentation using available monitoring solutions. Pre-instrumented Docker images for each service that include the Kieker[5] monitoring application [31], [32] as well as a central trace repository service, are already available. We choose Kieker, as it requires no source code instrumentation and the instrumentation can be adapted at runtime. However, as the TeaStore is open source, other monitoring solutions, such as Prometheus[6] or Logstash[7] can also be utilized.

Generally, all requests to the WebUI by a user or load generator are handled in a similar fashion. The WebUI always retrieves information from the Persistence service. If all information is available, images for presentation are fetched from the Image provider and embedded into the page. Finally a Java Server Page (JSP) is compiled and returned. This behavior ensures that even non-graphical browsers and simple load generators that otherwise would not fetch images from a regular site cause image I/O in the TeaStore, ensuring comparability regardless of the load generation method.

Figure 2 shows the service calls for a user request for a product information page. After receiving the HTTP request, the WebUI checks the user’s login status by calling the Auth service. Next, it queries the Persistence for the corresponding product information, based on a unique identifier. Afterwards, the WebUI requests advertisement options for the current product from the Recommender, which generates a recommendation based on the learned historical order data. The call to the Recommender takes the current login status into account. Specifically, a logged in user receives personalized recommendations, whereas an anonymous user is served recommendations based on general item popularity. Having received all product information, the WebUI queries the image provider to supply a full size image of the product shown in detail and preview images for the recommendations. The image data is embedded in the HTML response as base-64 encoded strings.

---

B. Services

The TeaStore consists of five services, in addition to a registry necessary for service discovery and load balancing. In case monitoring is enabled, a trace repository service can be used to collect the monitoring traces centrally.

1) WebUI: This service provides the user interface, compiling and serving Java Server Pages (JSPs). All data, available categories, their products, product recommendations and images, are retrieved from the Image provider and Persistence service instances. The WebUI service performs preliminary validity checking on user inputs before passing the inputs to the Persistence service. The WebUI focuses purely on presentation and web front-end operations. However, the performance of the WebUI depends on the page that has to be rendered as each page contains at least one picture in different formats.

2) Image Provider: The Image provider serves images of different image sizes to the WebUI when being queried. It optimizes image sizes depending on the target size in the presentation view. The Image provider uses an internal cache and returns the image with the target size from the cache if available. If the image is not available for this size, the image provider uses the largest available image for the category or product, scales it to the target size, and enters it into the cache. It uses a least frequently used cache, reducing resource demand on frequently accessed data. Through the caching, the response time for an image depends on whether this image is in the cache or not. This service queries the Persistence service once on start-up to generate all product images with a fixed random seed.

3) Authentication: This service is responsible for the verification of both the login and the session data of a user. The session data is validated using SHA-512 hashes. For login verification, the BCrypt algorithm is used. The session data includes information about the current shopping cart content, the user’s login status and old orders. Thus, the performance of the hashing for the session data depends on number of articles in the cart and number of old orders. Furthermore, as all session data is passed to the client, the Authentication itself manages to remain stateless and does not need additional information on startup.

4) Recommender: The Recommender service uses a rating algorithm to recommend products for the user to purchase. The recommendations are based on items other customers bought, on the products in a user’s current shopping cart, and on the product the user is viewing at the time. The initial Recommender instance usually uses the automatically generated data-set, as provided by the persistence service at initial startup, for training. Any additional Recommender instance queries existing Recommender service instances for their training data-set and uses only those purchases for training. This way, all Recommenders stay coherent, recommending identical products for the same purchase. In addition, using identical training input also ensures that different instances of the Recommender service exhibit the same performance characteristics, which is important for many benchmarking and modeling contexts. The Recommender service queries the Persistence service only once on startup.

For recommending, different algorithm implementations exhibiting different performance behaviors are available. Next to a fallback algorithm based on overall item-popularity, two variants of Slope One and one order-based nearest-neighbor approach are currently implemented. One variant of Slope One calculates the predicted rating matrix beforehand and keeps it in the memory (memory-intensive), whereas the other one calculates every row if needed, but discards all results after each recommendation step (CPU-intensive).

5) Persistence: The Persistence service provides access and caching for the store’s relational database. Products, their categories, purchases, and registered store users are stored in a relational SQL database. The Persistence service uses caching to decrease response times and to reduce the load on the database itself for improved scalability. The cache is kept coherent across multiple Persistence service instances. We use the EclipseLink JPA implementation as a black-box cache. All data inside the database itself is generated at the first start of the initial persistence instance. By using a persistence service in separation from the actual database, we improve scalability by providing a replicable caching service. However, the performance of the database accesses depends on the content in the database that is changed or can be repopulated during the operation of the store.

6) Registry: The registry is not part of the TeaStore application under test but is a necessary support service. It keeps track of all running service instances, their IP addresses or host names and port numbers under which the services are available. All service instances send keep-alive messages to the registry after registration. If a service unregisters or no keep-alive message is received within a fixed time frame, the service is removed from the list of available service instances. All services can query the list of service instances for a specified service type in order to distribute their outgoing requests between running target instances.
7) **TraceRepository**: The services are configured with optional Kieker monitoring\footnote{Kieker setup: https://github.com/DescartesResearch/TeaStore/wiki/Testing-and-Benchmarking}. With monitoring enabled, each service instance collects information about utilization, response times and call paths. Collecting these monitoring traces manually is only feasible for small deployments. Therefore, we offer a central trace repository, which consists of an AMQP server coupled with a graphical web interface. All service instances send their logs to the AMQP server. The web interface collects them and makes them available for download. The trace repository does not only reduce the effort required to acquire the monitoring traces, but also enables online analysis such as online resource demand estimation\footnote{OPEN.xtrace}. Kieker traces are also available for use with tools other than Kieker’s own tooling, as they can be automatically transformed to Open Execution Trace Exchange (OPEN.xtrace) traces, an open source trace format enabling interoperability between software performance engineering approaches\footnote{Kieker traces are also available for use with tools other than Kieker’s own tooling, as they can be automatically transformed to Open Execution Trace Exchange (OPEN.xtrace) traces, an open source trace format enabling interoperability between software performance engineering approaches[35]}. 

### IV. Use-Cases

We show the TeaStore’s use in three use-cases. All use-cases are designed to show that the TeaStore can be used as a software that exhibits the characteristics that are addressed or needed for the respective field of research. Specifically, we show the TeaStore’s use in three areas of research. We show that it can be used as a distributed application for evaluating and extracting software performance models, for testing single and multi-tier auto-scalers, and for software energy-efficiency analysis and management. The use-cases are constructed as examples of the state-of-the-art that current research has to compare itself against. E.g., the auto-scaling example uses the standard state-of-the-art reactive auto-scaler, against which more advanced research scalers have to be compared.

For all of the experiments, we utilize much of the standard testing tools and profiles found in the TeaStore’s documentation. We generate load using an HTTP load generator, which sends requests based on an open workload model, and was first introduced in\footnote{OPEN.xtrace}. Requests are defined using a load profile, in which the request rate may vary over time. For our measurements, the load profile may be constant, linearly increasing (stress test profile), or based on a real-world load trace. We extract the real world trace using the LIMBO load intensity model extraction mechanism\footnote{LIMBO load intensity model extraction mechanism[37]} and modify it to describe the load intensity in a range that can be handled by our system under test (SUT), varying between almost no load and the maximum throughput capacity. On the time scale, the real-world traces are modified to execute the load variations of the original multiple-day-long trace within one hour.

The content of the requests (meaning, the user actions) are defined using a stateful user profile. Each time a request is sent, an idle user from the pool of users is selected to execute a single action on the store. The user then performs that action and returns to the pool. This means that the user state and actions are chosen as they would be in a closed workload model\footnote{Open workload model[38]}, whereas the arrival times of the single requests are chosen according to an open workload model. We use a cyclical user profile, in which users browse the store. Figure 3 shows this profile. Users log in, browse the store for products, log out, and then log out. The number of users is chosen depending on the maximum load.

We place the TeaStore’s primary services on several HPE ProLiant DL160 servers, each equipped with a Xeon E5-2640 v3 processor with 16 logical cores at 2.6 GHz and 32 GB RAM. The servers run Debian 9 and Docker 17.12.1-ce. The service registry is executed on an additional physical host. We run the frond-end load balancer and load generator on separate machines with network links to each of the service hosts.

![Fig. 3: “Browse” user profile configured in HTTP load generator for our use-cases, including web pages delivered and HTTP request type. Unused web pages are omitted for clarity.](image-url)
A. Performance Modeling

Performance models provide a powerful tool for prediction of performance metrics, such as utilization or response time. These predictions enable smart capacity planning, especially in a micro-service environment where containers can be added or removed within seconds. Examples for such performance models are RESOLVE [39], ROBOCOP [40], PCM [1], SAMM [41], CACTOS [42] and UML MARTE [43]. These models have a limited number of real world case studies, making it difficult to evaluate their applicability for real world scenarios. Additionally, quantitative comparison of performance models is challenging, as common case studies do not exist.

We showcase that the TeaStore is well suited as a case study for advanced performance modeling concepts. We use a novel modeling mechanism, modeling the TeaStore. Using the TeaStore, we show that this novel mechanism can improve modeling accuracy when compared to standard state-of-the-art approaches. This, in reverse, highlights the TeaStore’s ability to evaluate the applicability and modeling accuracy of novel formalisms. Specifically, we evaluate the modeling concepts for parametric dependencies of Eismann et al. [44] using the TeaStore. This modeling formalism has the capability of modeling and predicting the impact of the changes within a workload profile, which can be mapped to a parameter in the underlying model. We compare this novel formalism to a standard state-of-the-art modeling method, by also constructing a model of the TeaStore using the Descartes Modeling Language (DML) [45]. Both models are used to predict the utilization of previously unseen deployments under different load levels. Using the TeaStore, we aim to show that the ability of the novel modeling formalism to capture parametric changes in the workload profile increases prediction accuracy in comparison to the state-of-the-art method, which does not model this aspect. This comparison shows how the TeaStore can be used as a case study to highlight the benefits of advanced performance modeling concepts.

The category page can display different amounts of products per page, based on user preference. We investigate the question of how changing the default number from five products per page to ten products per page impacts the performance. We assume that for a default of five products per page, some users manually switch to ten or twenty products per page, leading to the distribution shown in Equation 1 where \( P_5(x) \) denotes the probability of any given user displaying the amount of \( x \) products per page, when a default value of 5 is pre-configured. We aim to predict the impact of this change to the products per page on the performance of the TeaStore.

\[
P_{10}(x) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x = 5 \\
0.99 & \text{if } x = 10 \\
0.01 & \text{if } x = 20 \\
0 & \text{else}.
\end{cases} \tag{2}
\]

We model the software architecture based on the TeaStore architecture shown in Figure 1. To parameterize the service demands in the static model, we deploy each service on a bare-metal server as shown in Figure 4a. We measure the utilization for a load of 1000 requests per second, using the usage distribution of Equation 1 and calculate the service demands according to Equation 3. The service demand defines the average time the CPU spends serving one request at the respective service [46].

\[
SerD = U/\lambda, \tag{3}
\]

where \( U \) is the utilization and \( \lambda \) is the arrival rate. For the parametric model, we use linear regression to derive the Equations 4-6 for the service demands of the WebUI, ImageProvider and Persistence services, respectively.

\[
SerD_{web} = 0.0034 + 0.00016 \times \text{ProductsPerPage}. \tag{4}
\]

\[
SerD_{img} = 0.0012 + 0.00011 \times \text{ProductsPerPage}. \tag{5}
\]

\[
SerD_{per} = 0.0022 + 0.00005 \times \text{ProductsPerPage}. \tag{6}
\]

The service demand for the Authentication service remains static, as it is not influenced by the number of products per page. In both models, the recommender service was not included, since no recommendations are displayed on the categories page.

To evaluate the resulting models, we deploy an instance of every service on five servers to represent a production system, as shown in Figure 4b. For each server, we measure the CPU utilization under a load of 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 requests per second for the usage distributions from Equations 1 and 2. We compare the measured utilizations with the predicted utilizations using the static model and the parametric model for both distributions. Figure 5 shows the absolute prediction errors for both models. For a default of five products per page, both the static and the parametric model have an absolute utilization prediction error of < 5%. This is expected, as this is the scenario the static model was built for and calibrated with. However, for a default of ten products per page, the parametric model significantly outperforms the static model. Using the TeaStore as a case study, we are able to highlight the benefit of modeling parametric dependencies. This illustrates the TeaStore’s applicability for model evaluation in one specific context.

Aside from parametric dependencies, the TeaStore provides many opportunities to evaluate performance modeling concepts due to its performance properties. In the following, we list a number of challenges, which could be evaluated using the TeaStore. We also list some example approaches that motivate or tackled these issues in the past:
Deployment options The TeaStore offers a large variety of deployment options, as each service can be individually deployed and scaled. The prediction of resource utilizations and response times for previously unseen deployments and configurations is the most common use case for performance engineering. This task overlaps with the remaining challenges and therefore offers itself as a scenario for benchmarking of performance modeling approaches.

Internal state For some services, the performance does not only depend on the request, but also the internal state of the service. In the TeaStore, the database size influences the service demand of the persistence provider service. The number of entries in the database can dynamically change during operation, leading to changing persistence provider service demands. See e.g., [47].

Caching Caching mechanisms are challenging to model, as the behavior of a service with caching depends on its workload profile. The more frequent a small subset of items is requested, the more effective caching becomes. The Persistence and Image Provider of the TeaStore implement caching. The implementation of the image provider cache is known and can be modeled as a white-box, whereas the persistence provider cache is part of the JPA implementation and has to be modeled as a black-box. See e.g., [48], [49]

Network For distributed applications, network delays can influence their response time and can be a bottleneck which limits the maximum throughput. This means, the network topology and limitations need to be taken into account in a performance model to prevent significant prediction errors. As instances of each TeaStore service can be deployed on different machines, potentially even in different data centers, network delays can significantly influence the system response times. The Image Provider transmits potentially large images over the network, which can lead to a network bottleneck. See e.g., [50].

Load types The CPU of a server is the most common bottleneck for applications, however the I/O capacity or the available memory can also be a bottleneck. Additionally, the load profile of two services deployed on the same machine influences how well they run in parallel. The authentication service causes CPU load, the Image provider I/O load and both the Image and Persistence provider caches cause memory load. Therefore, modeling of different load types is necessary to accurately predict the performance of the TeaStore. See e.g., [45].

Startup behavior Some systems dynamically add or remove service instances in order to adapt to changing workload. Whether a service starts instantly or takes some time until it is available, is an important factor when predicting the response times of such systems. The TeaStore services cover both cases. New Recommender instances need to be trained before they can process requests and Image provider instances need to generate the image files upon startup. For the remaining services new instances can be added and removed within seconds. See e.g., [51].

Alternate Implementations Deciding between multiple implementations of the same component or service is a classic performance modeling challenge. The TeaStore provides multiple recommender algorithms and image provider caches, which provides the opportunity for configuration optimization case studies. See e.g., [52].

Timed tasks In most cases, the load of a system depends on the number of requests it receives. Sometimes, a system also regularly performs some tasks without user input, usually some kind of maintenance tasks. Modeling this
behavior explicitly is important, as this load occurs independently of the user behavior. The Recommender service can be configured to be retrained at a regular interval, which is a realistic example of such a maintenance task.

We show that the TeaStore can be used as a case-study for performance modeling approaches. It provides sufficient complexity to challenge existing approaches. The open source nature of the TeaStore enables white-box modeling and any measurements using the TeaStore can be easily replicated, since we provide docker containers with integrated monitoring. Therefore, the TeaStore is a suitable case-study for a quantitative comparison between performance modeling approaches. These comparisons can be done using manually created models or automatically extracted models using approaches such as \[53, 54, 55, 56]\). Using automatically extracted models would allow comparisons of full tool-chains, provided by the respective modeling formalisms, in a realistic usage scenario.

B. Auto-Scaling

In order to show that the TeaStore works in an elastic manner and can thus be used for auto-scaling experiments, we stress an early development version of the TeaStore using workloads derived from two different real-world traces (FIFA World Cup 1998 [57] and BibSonomy [58]). We employ a common, generic auto-scaler \[18\) to automatically scale the store at run-time as the load intensity varies. We evaluate the quality of the scaler’s decisions using a set of standard auto-scaler evaluation metrics.

1) Workload: We stress the TeaStore using load intensity profiles based on different real-world workloads: (i) BibSonomy and (ii) FIFA World Cup 1998. We select a sub-set lasting four days from each of those traces. The BibSonomy trace represents HTTP requests to the social bookmarking system BibSonomy (see Benz et al. [58]). During April 2017. The FIFA[9] trace is a popular trace that was analyzed by Arlitt and Tai [57]. The FIFA trace represents HTTP requests to the FIFA servers during the world championship between April and June 1998. We modify the traces to cover the load intensity range between a low load that can be covered using a minimal TeaStore deployment and a high load level that reaches the maximum capacity of the potential deployments for this scenario. On the time scale, the experiment is modified so that the load intensity variations of the original four days are executed within one hour.

2) Auto-Scaler: In 2009, Chieu et al. [18] present a reactive scaling algorithm for horizontal scaling. This mechanism provisions Virtual Machines (VMs) based on an application’s scaling indicators. Among other things, the indicators consist of the number of active connections or the number of requests per second. The auto-scaler monitors these indicators for each VM and calculates the moving average. Next, the virtual machines with active sessions above or below given thresholds are determined. Finally, if all virtual machines have active sessions above a given threshold, new instances are provisioned. Upon detecting VMs with active sessions below the threshold and with at least one virtual machine that has no active session, idle instances are removed.

In these experiments we aim to use a representative auto-scaler. Consequently, we choose this reactive technique, as the underlying mechanism is simple and straightforward. Based on this simplicity, this reactive generic auto-scaling mechanism can and does serve as baseline approach when comparing state-of-the-art research auto-scalers. For our experiments, we use a re-implementation of this reactive algorithm that scales docker containers and name it React. In the evaluation framework of A. Ilyushkin et. al [59], React shows a generic and stable scaling performance.

Scaling distributed applications is still an open research challenge and currently not supported by many state-of-the-art auto-scalers and not by our baseline auto-scaler. To account for this, we provide a best-effort list of which service to scale at which stage. This list acts as a mapping between the distributed services of the TeaStore and the expected single service instances (scaling units) typically addressed by auto-scalers. Specifically, in our case, the auto-scaler under test always deploys a full-stack as the first scaling unit, then one Authentication and one Persistence instance as the second unit and, finally, one WebUI, Authentication, and Image instance each as the third scaling unit. Each service instance is limited to one virtual CPU core on the host machine. For additional scaling units, these three steps are repeated on the next available physical host (see Table II). We use up to three physical server, resulting in a maximum configuration with a total of 30 service containers.

3) Quantifying Scaling Behaviour: In order to evaluate the scaling decisions made by React, we consider the proportion of failed transactions, the average response time and a set of system-oriented elasticity metrics endorsed by the Research Group of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) [60]. In particular, we focus on the wrong provisioning time share.

The wrong provisioning time share captures the time in which the system is in an under-provisioned (or over-provisioned) state during the experiment interval. That is, the under-provisioning time share \(\tau_U\) describes the time relative to the measurement duration, in which the system is under-provisioned. Similarly, the over-provisioning time share \(\tau_O\) describes the time relative to the measurement duration in which the system is in an over-provisioned state. The range of this metric is the interval \([0, 100]\). The best value of 0 is achieved, when the system features no over- or under-

\[\text{TABLE II: Mapping of config. number and used containers.}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
<th>#4</th>
<th>#5</th>
<th>#6</th>
<th>#7</th>
<th>#8</th>
<th>#9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WebUI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Provider</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
provisioning during the measurement. We define both metrics $\tau_A$ and $\tau_O$ as follows:

$$\tau_A[\%] := \frac{100}{T} \cdot \sum_{t=1}^{T} \max(sgn(d_t - s_t), 0) \Delta t$$

$$\tau_O[\%] := \frac{100}{T} \cdot \sum_{t=1}^{T} \max(sgn(s_t - d_t), 0) \Delta t$$

where $d_t$ is the minimal amount of scaling units required to meet the Service Level Objectives (SLOs) under the load intensity at time $t$, $s_t$ is the resource supply at time $t$, and $T$ is the experiment duration. $\Delta t$ denotes the time interval between the last and the current change either in demand $d$ or supply $s$.

To know whether or not the system is in an under-provisioned or over-provisioned state, we execute separate off-line calibration measurements, which measure the average throughput of each target configuration in an over-loaded state. Based on this configuration, capacity information, and the load intensity of our traces, we are able to derive the required resource configuration for each point in time, which we can then use for calculating the time share metrics.

4) Evaluation: The scaling behavior of React on both the FIFA and BibSonomy traces is shown in Figure 6 and in Figure 7. Both figures are structured as follows: The horizontal axis shows the experiment time in minutes; the vertical axis represents the current number of scaling units (the configuration). Table III shows the mapping between the number and used containers. The red, dashed curve represents the required configuration, which has been derived using the separate off-line calibration tests, and the blue curve shows the supplied configuration, as measured during the experiment. For both traces, React scales the system in a similar fashion. That is, in both traces, the supplied configuration matches the required configuration for long periods. However, some deviations between supplied and required configurations occur. In Figure 6, for example, the system is in an under-provisioned state in the entire interval between minute 2 and 5. Overall, the under-provisioning and over-provisioning time-shares are equal or below 15% in both traces (see Table III), indicating good scaling behavior. In addition to the low time-share metrics, the assertion of good scaling behavior is backed up by the observation that the proportion of failed transactions is below 2% and the average response time is lower than 0.19 s for both traces.

The results of our auto-scaler tests indicate that the TeaStore can be used to compare the elasticity and performance of state-of-the-art auto-scalers. Specifically, they show that the TeaStore can even be used for comparing commonly used and state-of-the-art autoscalers, even though these scalers are usually limited to single tier scaling. In addition, the results show that the TeaStore exhibits robust behavior during runtime scaling, as the proportion of failed transactions is below 2%. This characteristic is achieved through the micro-service architecture and the client-side load balancers. The results also indicate that the TeaStore is sufficiently scalable to allow for experiments of this kind.

Many open challenges remain, despite the good performance of the React auto-scaler. In these experiments, the service deployment order was fixed and the auto-scalers do not have to decide which service to place on which machine, but rather when to add or remove the next configuration from the pre-defined list of configurations. Distributed application deployment decisions of this kind remain an open challenge. Furthermore, load profiles may be more complex, as the used profile does not change the database and does not change in the user actions performed over time. Real-world auto-scalers face the challenge of evolving user-behavior and changes in request service demands over time.

C. Energy-Efficiency Analysis

Energy efficiency and power prediction methods, such as [5], [6] are often employed to solve a placement problem for services in distributed systems. The underlying challenge is
that different distributions of application services across physical hosts may not only result in different performance behavior but also in differences in overall power consumption. This section demonstrates this effect using the TeaStore. We show that different distributions of the TeaStore’s services can result in different performance and in different power consumption both on homogeneous and heterogeneous systems.

For these experiments, we use an increasing load intensity profile. The load profile starts at 8 requests per second and increases to 2000 requests per second over the time of four minutes. Request content is, again, specified using the user browse profile for the 128 users accessing the store. Depending on the current SUT configuration, some of the four minutes are spent in an under-provisioned state, in which the load intensity exceeds the capacity of the SUT. We measure the power consumption of the physical servers and throughput of the TeaStore during the entire run. However, we only take those measurements into account, which are measured during the time in which load arrives at the system. Each measurement is taken on a per-second basis and thus tightly coupled to the current load intensity.

We calculate the following metrics based on the throughput and power consumption:

1) **Energy Efficiency**: In accordance to the SPEC Power methodology [61], we define energy efficiency as the ratio of throughput to power consumption:

$$\text{Efficiency}[J^{-1}] = \frac{\text{Throughput}[s^{-1}]}{\text{Power}[W]}$$

As energy efficiency is a ratio, we aggregate multiple energy efficiency scores using the geometric mean.

2) **Estimated Capacity**: We estimate the throughput capacity of each configuration by averaging the last 50 seconds of our load profile. Note that all configurations are operating at maximum load (capacity) at this time.

3) **Maximum Power Consumption**: The maximum power consumption measured (in Watts). It indicates the power load that the configuration can put on the SUT.

![Fig. 8: Energy efficiency for linearly increasing load. Services are abbreviated to their first letter.](image)

**TABLE IV: Energy Efficiency on Homogeneous Servers.** Services are abbreviated to their first letter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Serv.1</th>
<th>Serv.2</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Max Pwr</th>
<th>Eff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>WARIP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>779.7 ± 29.7</td>
<td>114.4 W</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>ARP</td>
<td>1177.5 ± 33.8</td>
<td>193.6 W</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>WAI</td>
<td>RP</td>
<td>883.4 ± 39.4</td>
<td>175.8 W</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>WARIP</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>863.0 ± 40.5</td>
<td>173.5 W</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>WARIP</td>
<td>AIP</td>
<td>1228.7 ± 18.9</td>
<td>208.4 W</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>WAPI</td>
<td>WARP</td>
<td>1231.8 ± 18.7</td>
<td>203.7 W</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>WAPI</td>
<td>WARIP</td>
<td>1404.1 ± 14.5</td>
<td>217.9 W</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>WARIP</td>
<td>WARP</td>
<td>1413.2 ± 14.7</td>
<td>217.7 W</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) **Energy Efficiency on Homogeneous Systems**: We run the TeaStore with un-restrained docker containers on up to two of our testing servers. Table IV shows the estimated capacity, maximum power, and mean energy efficiency for different TeaStore deployments on those servers (Service names in the table are abbreviated to their first letter). The table confirms our previous assertion that the store performs differently depending on the service distribution. Capacity (maximum throughput) varies significantly for the different deployments, with some two-server deployments barely exceeding the capacity of the single server deployment and others almost doubling it.

The single server deployment (deployment #1) features the lowest performance, but also the lowest power consumption. As a result, it has the highest energy efficiency among all tested configurations. This is mostly due to our increasing stress test profile. At low load, as the load increases, the single system is still capable of handling all requests, while also consuming less power. At high load, it operates at capacity, but still consumes less power than the two-server setups. Figure 8 visualizes the energy efficiency over time for the single-server and two selected two-server deployments. The figure shows that an efficient two-server deployment can reach a similar energy efficiency as the single-server deployment at maximum load. However, some low performance deployments are incapable of reaching this efficiency and are overall less efficient due to the power overhead of the second server.

Among the two-server deployments, maximum power consumption is usually greater for those deployments with greater capacity, but some notable differences exist, which indicate room for power and efficiency optimization, even on a homogeneous system. Two notable examples emerge: Comparing deployment #2 with deployment #3, shows that deployment #2, which deploys the WebUI and Image services on one and the Auth, Recommender, and Persistence services on the other server has both a better performance, as well as smaller power footprint than deployment #3, which deploys the WebUI, Auth, and Image services on one server and the Image and Persistence services on another server. Consequently, deployment #2 features a better energy efficiency. In this example, one deployment is obviously better than another and the TeaStore could be used to evaluate if a prediction or management mechanism actually selects the better option. However, in some cases power does not scale the same as performance. This case is hinted at when comparing deployment #5 and #6.
Both deliver equal performance, but deployment #6 consumes slightly less power and is therefore a bit more efficient.

2) Energy Efficiency on Heterogeneous Systems: For our measurements on heterogeneous systems we replace the second server with an HP ProLiant DL20 system, which features an Intel Xeon E3-1230 v5 processor with 4 cores at 3.5 GHz and 16 GB RAM. This second server does not offer as much performance and consumes less power compared to its 8 core counterpart. Naturally, when deploying on this heterogeneous system, the order of deployment matters, as servers differ in power and performance.

Table [V] shows the measurement results of the heterogeneous system. It shows the performance, power, and energy efficiency for selected deployments. It illustrates the effect that deployment order has on the heterogeneous system, especially regarding deployments #2 and #3, which are the same deployment, except that they deploy each respective stack on the different server. Deployment #2 deploys the full stack on the smaller server and replicates some components on the larger machine, whereas deployment #3 does the reverse. Although deployment #3 consumes more power than #2, it has a far better performance and greater overall efficiency. It should also be noted that deployments with fewer services on the smaller machine seem to be more efficient in the heterogeneous environment compared to the respective deployments in the homogeneous environment, which deploy the smaller stack on an equivalent machine. Deployment #5 corresponds to deployment #7 on the homogeneous system (see Table [IV]), which is the most efficient system in that context. However, on the heterogeneous system, it is trumped in performance and efficiency by deployment #3, which places fewer services on the smaller machine.

In addition, the heterogeneous system demonstrates an efficiency – performance trade-off when compared to the homogeneous system. The most efficient heterogeneous deployment has a slightly lower performance capacity than the best homogeneous one, yet consumes less power and has a better energy efficiency.

Overall, our experiments show that the TeaStore exhibits different performance and power behavior depending on deployment, both on heterogeneous and homogeneous systems. Due to this, it can be used to evaluate the prediction accuracy of power prediction mechanisms. In addition, some of our configurations feature a performance – efficiency trade-off, which is highly relevant for power and performance management, showing that the TeaStore can be used to evaluate such management approaches.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the TeaStore, a test and reference application intended to serve as a benchmarking framework for researchers evaluating their work[10]. The TeaStore is designed to offer the degrees of freedom and performance characteristics required by software management, prediction, and analysis research. Specifically, the TeaStore is designed to be used in one of three target domains: Evaluation of software performance models and model-extractors, evaluation of run-time software management methods, such as auto-scalers, and evaluation of software energy-efficiency, power models and optimization methods.

The TeaStore is a distributed micro-service-based application, consisting of five separate services, each of which can be replicated, added, and removed at run-time. The TeaStore’s services are available as Docker containers and as manually deployable applications. It deviates from existing testing and benchmarking applications through its focus on the target research application scenarios. This focus has influenced the design, implementation, and performance characteristics of the store. The TeaStore thus also comes with a pre-instrumented variant that collects performance data at run-time, further enhancing its use in the intended contexts.

We demonstrate the TeaStore’s use for the target scenarios using separate use-case experiments:

1) We create and calibrate software performance models for the TeaStore. We use these models to predict the store’s utilization for different usage profiles in a distributed setting. With these experiments, we show that the TeaStore can be used to evaluate the benefit and modeling accuracy of novel performance modeling formalisms.

2) We run the TeaStore in an elastic environment using a state-of-the-art auto-scaler, demonstrating its run time scalability. This experiment also highlights the limitations of current auto-scalers regarding micro-service applications and multiple different services in general.

3) We analyze the energy efficiency of different deployments for the TeaStore, showing the non-trivial power and performance effects that placement decisions can have. In addition, we show that some store configurations offer a trade-off between energy efficiency and performance, which can be employed by management mechanisms.

Researchers may decide to use the TeaStore and the corresponding testing tools and profiles in any of these three primary application scenarios. The TeaStore can also be used in additional settings to achieve evaluation results that demonstrate the applicability of their work, while also enhancing comparability of their results.
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